Abstract. We find the largest number of maximal independent sets of vertices that any tree of n vertices can have.
1. Introduction. We determine, in 2 below, the largest number of maximal independent sets of vertices that any tree of n vertices can have. In 3 there is a lineac time algorithm for the computation of the number of maximal independent sets of any given tree. The application that suggested these questions to us was the analysis of the complexity of an algorithm for computing the chromatic number of a graph. That application will be discussed in 4.
2. The main theorem. Let T be a tree, let V(T) be its vertex set and let n V(T)I be its number of vertices. A set S V(T) is an independent set if no two vertices of S are joined by an edge of T. S is a maximal independent set (m.i.s.) if S is independent and every vertex of V(T) $ is joined by an edge to at least one vertex of S. We write /x(T) for the number of m.i.s, of vertices of T (/x()= 1).
if n >--2 is even, if n is odd, ifn =0, then f( n) is the largest number of maximal independent sets of vertices that any tree of n vertices can have. Figure 1 shows that there are trees of n vertices that havef(n) maximal independent sets (the reader may enjoy checking these counts since they are not quite trivial!).
Hence it suffices to prove that no n-tree can have more than f(n) such sets. Let T be a tree of n >_-3 vertices, and let x be an endpoint of T. We root T at x and direct the edges of T away from x. n ODD n EVEN FIG. Let 3' y(x) be the child of x and let A1,. , hr be the children of y. Let Ui be the subtree of T that is rooted at hi (i= 1, r).
We continue one layer further into T: in U, let W a (j 1, si) be the subtrees that are rooted at the si children of hi, except that if hi is childless then we take s-1, and W,I is then the empty tree (i 1, r). The picture is now as shown in Fig. 2 [V(T)I=n
We will now prove that n =>0: h(n) =f(n). Clearly h(n) =f(n) if n =<2. Suppose that n >-3, and that Vj =0, n-1: h(j)=f(j). Let T be a tree of n vertices, and let x, U(T), W(T) be as in Fig. 2 . Write u, V( U,( T))I (i= , r) and w,=lV(W,(T))l (j 1, si;
1, r). Then by (2) and the induction hypothesis,
We will carry out a maximization of (4) over all n-trees T in two stages, as follows. As the problem is presented in (4) we are to maximize the right-hand side over all partitions u of n-2 and all partitions of the parts of u (each reduced by 1). In Stage In Stage 2 we will show that the maximum depends only on two integers, the number r of parts of u, and the number e of even parts of u, but not otherwise on u.
We will then carry out the maximization over the admissible integer pairs (r, e), with the end result that the maximum of the right side of (4) will have been shown to be f(n), as defined in (1).
Stage 1 (in which the trees and the wia's are eliminated). Fix integers m, r => 1, let F(r, m) denote the set of all r-tuples of positive integers whose sum is m, and write F(1, 0) {0}. If we take the maximum of (4) over all n-trees T, we get
in which the innermost "max" is over the set of w's such that for 1, r" w,.," ", wi.,) r(si, ui 1).
Consider an integer r and partitions u, w that occur on the right side of (5) and in which one or more of the w _-> 3. We claim that this set of integers can be ignored when seeking the maximum in (5). (5) cannot decrease by such a replacement. Therefore, for fixed r and u F(r, n-2) we need consider only partitions of each u-1 into O's, l's and 2's, say a 2's,/3 l's and y O's (c <-(u-1)/2). However, such a partition of ui-1 contributes a factor of 2 to the innermost product in (5), and this is maximal when a [(ui-1)/2J. Hence for r fixed and uF(r, n-2), the double product in (5) cannot exceed
where e e(u) is the number of even numbers among u,. , u, Stage 2 (in which the ui's are eliminated). As a result of stage 1 we have found that (6) h(n) <--maXr_->l ueF(r,n-2)max { I r I i = l f(u)+ 2(n-2-r-e(u))/2}.
Thus we have now a maximization problem over integer partitions, instead of over trees.
Fix three integers r, e, such that r -> 1, 0-< e -< r and -> e. Consider the subclass J(r, e, t) _ F(r, n 2) of those partitions of n 2 into r positive parts, exactly e of which are even, and in which the sum of the even parts is 2t. More precisely, then, J(r, e, t) where (7a) was used in the last equality.
The following result will be useful in the sequel.
where the max is over all g-tuples of nonnegative integers ml,... mg whose sum is z.
Then
(10)
and the maximum occurs when exactly one mi z and all mj 0 (j # i). D It is now convenient to split up the maximization of (8) over J(r, e, t) into two cases, first where e r, so all parts of (7)(a) are even, and second where e < r, so odd parts then also occur in (7)(a).
Case I. e r. In this case (7a) shows that n is even and i li=n/2-1=t i=l so we are in the class J(e, e,n/2-1). If we use Lemma 2 with g=e, z=n/2-1-e, the maximum on the right side of (8) becomes just 2"/2-2+ 2e-1. In this case, then, (6) takes the form (11) h(n) =< max {2"/2-2+ 2-1 + 2"/2-l-e} where the maximum extends over l<-e<-n/2-1. It is clear, from (11), that the maximum occurs at either endpoint e 1 or e n/2-1, of the interval. The maximum value is 1 +2"/2-1=f(n), as required.
Case Ii. e < r. Here we find, from Lemma 2 with g e, z e, that the maximum on the right side of (8) is max {2("-2--e)/2{2 e-1 + 22-'-1}}.
The maximum over occurs when is as small as possible, viz.
e (see (7b, c)) and the maximum is 2 ("-2-r+e)/2. Thus (6) now becomes (13) h(n) =<max {2
("-2-r+e)/2 + 2("-2-r-e)/2}.
(r,e) In (13) the "max" is taken over the set of (r, e) for which (a) 1 <= r= < n-2
(from (7a)) (b) 0 <= e < r (in Case II) (14) (c) e+ r_-< n-2 (from (7a, b)) (d) e + r n(mod 2)
(from 7a) Suppose n is odd. We claim that the "max" in (13) occurs at r 1, e 0. Indeed, if it occurs at (r, e) then surely r= e+ 1 The appearance of 3 derives from a theorem of Moon and Moser [2] to the effect that a graph of n vertices cannot have more than 3 n/3 maximal independent sets (they proved a sharper bound, but this one suffices for our present purpose What is the largest number of maximal independent sets that can occur in a connected graph of n vertices ?
